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PREMISE FOR INVESTIGATIONPREMISE FOR INVESTIGATION

The United States is known for its cheap and quickly built “cookie cu er” neighborhoods. The Fargo/Moorhead area is The United States is known for its cheap and quickly built “cookie cu er” neighborhoods. The Fargo/Moorhead area is 
contractor driven providing affordable, but cheaply built and inefficient homes that do nothing for the wellbeing of it’s contractor driven providing affordable, but cheaply built and inefficient homes that do nothing for the wellbeing of it’s 
occupants or community. Present day homeowners are buying into homes that are built for profit. The American dream occupants or community. Present day homeowners are buying into homes that are built for profit. The American dream 
of owning your own home has been skewed and focuses more on the size of the house than the quality of of owning your own home has been skewed and focuses more on the size of the house than the quality of 
construc on and interior. Houses are on average 3,000 square feet and up.construc on and interior. Houses are on average 3,000 square feet and up.

This perspec ve brought me to ques on why these types of homes have been so readily accepted with the harsh This perspec ve brought me to ques on why these types of homes have been so readily accepted with the harsh 
climate we live in. Varying climate extremes and quality of life midwestern’s endure can be compared similarly with that climate we live in. Varying climate extremes and quality of life midwestern’s endure can be compared similarly with that 
of scandinavian countries such as Finland, Denmark, and Norway. In these countries, homes are smaller, more of scandinavian countries such as Finland, Denmark, and Norway. In these countries, homes are smaller, more 
efficiently built, and be er serve their occupants. The World Happiness Report ranks all scandinavian countries in the efficiently built, and be er serve their occupants. The World Happiness Report ranks all scandinavian countries in the 
top five every year while the United States never manages to get above 15th. While the WHR is more based around top five every year while the United States never manages to get above 15th. While the WHR is more based around 
social and poli cal analyis of countries, the 2020 report focuses on Scandinavian success over the years. It’s important social and poli cal analyis of countries, the 2020 report focuses on Scandinavian success over the years. It’s important 
to note that the research findings within the WHR had nothing to do with architecture or the built environment. to note that the research findings within the WHR had nothing to do with architecture or the built environment. 
However, these findings presented a clear understanding of what midwestern housing can learn from it.However, these findings presented a clear understanding of what midwestern housing can learn from it.

The built environment in scandinavian countries is highly shaped by it’s inhabitants lifestyle and culture. It would be The built environment in scandinavian countries is highly shaped by it’s inhabitants lifestyle and culture. It would be 
difficult to lean on midwestern inhabitants changing their lifestyle to adopt be er building environments. difficult to lean on midwestern inhabitants changing their lifestyle to adopt be er building environments. 
Bringing us to the overarching unifying idea.Bringing us to the overarching unifying idea.

How can the built environment in which you live, influence your lifestyle and way of life?How can the built environment in which you live, influence your lifestyle and way of life?

OPTIONAL MOTHER IN LAW SUITEOPTIONAL MOTHER IN LAW SUITE

COST BREAKDOWNCOST BREAKDOWN
$300,000 BUDGET$300,000 BUDGET

HOUSE SQUARE FOOTAGEHOUSE SQUARE FOOTAGE

  $105/SF FINISHED FLOOR AREA  $105/SF FINISHED FLOOR AREA

2,140 SF2,140 SF

 x x

TOTAL HOUSE COST:        $224,700 @ $105/SFTOTAL HOUSE COST:        $224,700 @ $105/SF

GARAGE SQUARE FOOTAGEGARAGE SQUARE FOOTAGE

  $50/SF CONSTRUCTED FLOOR AREA  $50/SF CONSTRUCTED FLOOR AREA

630 SF630 SF

 x x

TOTAL GARAGE COST:      $31,500 @ $50/SFTOTAL GARAGE COST:      $31,500 @ $50/SF

PARCEL COSTPARCEL COST $35,000$35,000

TOTAL PROJECT COSTTOTAL PROJECT COST $291,200$291,200

3 BEDROOM 2 BATHROOM ARRANGEMENT 3 BEDROOM 2 BATHROOM ARRANGEMENT 

SAUNA W/ ATTACHED WET BATHSAUNA W/ ATTACHED WET BATH

SIDE YARD DECKSIDE YARD DECK

SOLAR READY STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFSOLAR READY STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF

INTEGRATION OF EXTERIOR GREENERYINTEGRATION OF EXTERIOR GREENERY

55’ X 125’55’ X 125’

55’ X 125’55’ X 125’

55’ X 125’55’ X 125’

55’ X 125’55’ X 125’

SUB LEVEL  3/16” - 1’-0”SUB LEVEL  3/16” - 1’-0”

MAIN LEVEL  3/16” - 1’-0”MAIN LEVEL  3/16” - 1’-0”

UPPER LEVEL  3/16” - 1’-0”UPPER LEVEL  3/16” - 1’-0”

POST OCCUPANCY GOALSPOST OCCUPANCY GOALS

Being theore cal, it is unknown if the solu ons and ideas Being theore cal, it is unknown if the solu ons and ideas 
implemented within the project will posi vely affect implemented within the project will posi vely affect 
occupants in the intended ways. Although unknown, occupants in the intended ways. Although unknown, 
I firmly believe that the implementa on of these researched I firmly believe that the implementa on of these researched 
and chosen methods will ul mately achieve the goals that and chosen methods will ul mately achieve the goals that 
were set. were set. 

AFFORDABILITYAFFORDABILITY

SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY

WELLNESSWELLNESS
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR GREENERYINTERIOR & EXTERIOR GREENERY

PRIVATE SAUNAPRIVATE SAUNA
LOW VOC MATERIALSLOW VOC MATERIALS

SOUTHERN EXPOSURESOUTHERN EXPOSURE
CROSS VENTILATIONCROSS VENTILATION

REDUCED SQUARE FOOTAGEREDUCED SQUARE FOOTAGE
SPATIAL EFFICIENCIESSPATIAL EFFICIENCIES
ADDITION POTENTIALADDITION POTENTIAL

NATURAL LIGHTNATURAL LIGHT

CONSTRUCTION METHODSCONSTRUCTION METHODS

PREFABRICATED WALL PANELSPREFABRICATED WALL PANELS

HYDRONIC HEATED SLAB ON GRADEHYDRONIC HEATED SLAB ON GRADE

STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFSTANDING SEAM METAL ROOF

LP SMARTSIDE LAP SIDINGLP SMARTSIDE LAP SIDING

11 7/8” TJI FLOOR JOISTS11 7/8” TJI FLOOR JOISTS

SITE LOCATIONSITE LOCATION

NORTHNORTH EASTEAST SOUTHSOUTH WESTWESTEXTERIOR ELEVATIONS  3/16” - 1’-0”EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS  3/16” - 1’-0”

FINISHED FINISHED 

UNFINISHEDUNFINISHED

GROSS FLOOR AREA GROSS FLOOR AREA 

GARAGEGARAGE

2,140 SF2,140 SF

295 SF295 SF
630 SF630 SF

WOOD TRUSSESWOOD TRUSSES

HOW DESIGN INFLUENCES LIFESTYLE HOW DESIGN INFLUENCES LIFESTYLE 
BUILT VS NATURAL ENVIRONMENTBUILT VS NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

MIDWEST REGIONMIDWEST REGION

NORTH DAKOTANORTH DAKOTA

CASS COUNTY, NDCASS COUNTY, ND

FARGO, NDFARGO, ND

Architecture has the ability to influence the way people Architecture has the ability to influence the way people 
live in their built environments. This thesis strives to live in their built environments. This thesis strives to 
bridge the gap between the built environment and how bridge the gap between the built environment and how 
inhabitants interact with and are influenced by it. inhabitants interact with and are influenced by it. 

It aims to study the ability of the built environment to It aims to study the ability of the built environment to 
posi vely influence lifestyle, overall health, and the posi vely influence lifestyle, overall health, and the 
mindset of its inhabitants within the typology of mindset of its inhabitants within the typology of 
residen al single-family homes. residen al single-family homes. 

Research and case studies have been highly u lized in Research and case studies have been highly u lized in 
determining the correla on of culture, lifestyle, and determining the correla on of culture, lifestyle, and 
residences with the emphasis of four main points.residences with the emphasis of four main points.

1) Correla on of regional climate similari es between 1) Correla on of regional climate similari es between 
the Midwestern Region of the United States and the Midwestern Region of the United States and 
Scandinavian Countries. Scandinavian Countries. 

2) Analysis of Scandinavian single-family home’s spa al 2) Analysis of Scandinavian single-family home’s spa al 
elements, spa al arrangement, and overall size.elements, spa al arrangement, and overall size.

3) Integra on of nature, sustainable materials, and 3) Integra on of nature, sustainable materials, and 
environmental design decisions to inform be er design environmental design decisions to inform be er design 
and healthier living environments.and healthier living environments.

4) Analysis and integra on of required spa al elements 4) Analysis and integra on of required spa al elements 
and spa al arrangements based on correla on studies of and spa al arrangements based on correla on studies of 
Scandinavian and midwestern U.S. residen al architecture Scandinavian and midwestern U.S. residen al architecture 
to inform be er overall design solu ons.to inform be er overall design solu ons.

THEORETICAL NARRATIVETHEORETICAL NARRATIVE

HOW CAN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH YOU LIVE, INFLUENCE YOUR LIFESTYLE AND QUALITY OF LIFE?HOW CAN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH YOU LIVE, INFLUENCE YOUR LIFESTYLE AND QUALITY OF LIFE?

UNIFYING IDEAUNIFYING IDEA


